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For 28 years, the Hubble Space Telescope has taken incredible images
that have transformed our understanding of the universe.

H

umans have been fascinated with studying the stars
throughout our history. It was back in the 17th century that
Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei turned his telescope to the sky
and discovered the four largest moons of Jupiter, and ever since,
we have been intrigued by the stars. However, it wasn’t until
the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope in 1990 that we truly
started to understand our universe.
Hubble blasted off from Cape Canaveral in the US on 24 April
1990, on board the Discovery Space Shuttle. Hubble orbits Earth
at a height of around 340 miles. Its position above Earth’s
atmosphere (an envelope of gases that protect the planet),
means that it can take images of the universe without light or
gas from Earth blocking its view. Since its launch, the Hubble
Space Telescope has helped us understand how planets and
galaxies form, determined the age of the universe, and even
spotted black holes. Here are just some of the discoveries made
by one of Nasa’s most important scientific instruments.

How does the telescope work?
Hubble sends
data to Earth to
be studied.

Hubble

Six mindblowing
discoveries

The Eagle Nebula’s Pillars of Creation is
probably one of the most famous images
ever taken by the Hubble telescope.
Located approximately 6,500 light years
from Earth, the Eagle Nebula is a vast
cloud of gas and dust. A light year is the
distance that light can travel in one year.
The cosmic clouds of gas and dust look
like huge pillars in the nebula.

5 Saturn’s colours

13.8 billion The age in years of the universe,
measured by Hubble.
1.3 million The number of observations
Hubble has made since it was launched.
15,000 The number of scientific publications
in which Hubble’s data has featured.
97 minutes The length of time it takes for the
Hubble telescope to orbit Earth.

The James Webb Telescope

6 A stellar
oven

3 Pluto’s moons
Hubble was responsible for
discovering four out of five
of Pluto’s moons: Charon,
Nix, Kerberos and Styx. These
observations helped Nasa
scientists plan for the New
Horizons mission to fly past
Pluto in 2015.

11 tonnes The weight of the Hubble
telescope, which is the same as almost two
African elephants.

The images produced by Hubble are
black and white; the colour is added later
by photo experts. Saturn is often shown
with beige or orange colours. However,
the planet’s true are quite pale. This
picture was captured by Hubble and
coloured as naturally as possible. The
tiny dark spot above Saturn’s rings is
actually the shadow of its moon, Enceladus.

Around 8,000 light years away
lies the Bubble Nebula, also
known as NGC 7635. It is a shell
of glowing gas surrounding a hot
star in the Milky Way. The bubble’s
lopsided shape is the result of fierce
winds within it.

TDRS station,
White Sands, New Mexico.
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This incredible photo is not just one
image but a compilation of images
taken by Hubble between 2003
and 2012. It shows about 10,000
galaxies of all shapes and sizes.
US astronomer Phil Plait said,
“Many [of the galaxies] are
very blue, showing active star
formation, while others are
exceedingly red, probably galaxies
much farther away, their light taking
far longer to reach us.”
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4 Galaxies galore

1 Pillars of creation

Satellite

The Hubble Telescope orbits Earth travelling about five
miles per second – that’s fast enough to travel across the US
in 10 minutes. As it travels around Earth, the telescope uses
mirrors to capture light from distant stars and galaxies.
These mirrors can capture more light than the human eye
alone, and the bigger the mirror the better the image. This
light is then directed to scientific instruments in the
telescope, which examines the light in different ways.
The data is then beamed back to Earth for astronomers to
study. Hubble gets power from solar panels attached to it –
these panels absorb energy from the Sun. If the telescope
breaks down, astronauts have to head into space to fix it.
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This image might look
beautiful and calm, but
what’s happening
inside the gas cloud is
far from peaceful. This
cosmic “oven” is
actually turbulent
clouds of gas heated to
nearly 20,000ºC. The
gas is also surging
across space at more
than 590,000mph –
fast enough to travel
from the Earth to the
Moon in 24 minutes.

In 2020, the Hubble telescope will be
replaced by the James Webb Telescope,
named after the man who ran Nasa between
1961 and 1968. The telescope will orbit
through space nearly one million miles from
Earth and capture more detailed images
of the universe than Hubble. It aims to
monitor the weather and atmospheres
of other planets and search for habitable
planets beyond our solar system. Hubble will
eventually burn up in the Earth’s atmosphere.
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